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Efficient Forklift

Engine-Powered Forklift Trucks

2.0-4.0 ton

{Counter-Balanced Type)

� 2.0ton
FG20T
FD20T

__Ü 2.5 ton
FG25T
FD25T

� 3.0ton
FG30T
FD30T

� 3.5 ton
FG35T
FD35T

�

4.0ton
FG40T
FD40T

Second to None,Revolutionary Forklift Trucks

Freshly Debutad

Succeeding CTB's traditional product concepts of superb performance and quality, we hereby announce a new type of
forklift truck, offering incomparable ruggedness and operator-friendly features. lt's the newly debutad FFOT7.
CTB has fully upgraded and redesigned FFOT7 for easier access,greater comfort, improved maneuverability.
assrued safety,and longer durability,Thanks to CTB's outstanding technological expertise and strengths,
the FFor;, forklift truck achieves optimum performance for its class while providing outstanding comfort and safety.

OPERATOR

Substantially reduced vibration by adopting
dual-floating systems far both the engine and hood

Reliable parking lever

Minimizes the transfer of vibration to the operator,with four-point rubber
cushion absorbers between the seat and engine and its transmission.
Moreov er,use of the same four-point suspension adopted in the hood,
realizing a dual effect in reducing vehicle vibrations.
(Option)
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Parking lever with lock-up switch improved the reliability of parking
brake and reduced the intensity of operation meanwhile.
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AND ASSURED SAFETY

Meter panel optimally located to the right of the
driver's seat
The meter panel is located on the top right side of the dashboard
far easier readability by the operator.

Wider forward visibility
The lowered dashboard along with the wide view mast (VM), provide the
excellent forward view and improve the operation safety .

Single-piece headguard

Security upgrade----lighting system

Neutral safety mechanism

The front and rear pillars as well as roof are all
welded together in a single-piece construction to
give additional strength to the entire structure.

The blue light, projects blue spot anta the ground
to warn the man behind the forklift, improved the
operation safety especially in the narrow and
sheltered workplace.
(Option)

This feature enhances safety of operation.
The e n g i n e cannot be started unless the
change level is in the neutral position.

High-mounted rear combination lights

Operator Presence System

Meter panel with LED indicators

The brake lights are easily visible at the top of the
overhead guard.

OPS , which uses a sensor in the operator 's seat
to defect the presence of the operator. Once the
operator leaves the sea! far seconds !he forklifl
cannot move and the load-handling controls are
disabled, which prevented the accidents.
(Option)

The LED has a longer life and is easy to read even
during daylight shift operation.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
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Three-stage mast with four-cylinder
mechanism
(available for 2 - 4ton models)
The cylinders are symmetrically located to the
left and right for improved forward visibility.

LPG exclusive/Dual fuel

Integral side shifter

Humanizad OPS system

The integral side shifter has been improved
to diliver maximum load capacity, maximum
fork visibility,and smooth,dependable operation.

OPS can set the delay lock time and engine
off or on depending on to the customers'
requirements.

Pre-cleaner engine air intake

Overhead exhaust system

Front double tires

LED lights

Head light guard

(LPG/gasoline)package

Rotating warning light

Rear working light

CTB offers personalizad customized
solutions , various optional items
and attachments for customers. For
more details please contact us .

RearCamera

Spherical rear mirror

Rear grab handle with horn switch
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